News March 2019
STOP, THINK… have you got the right mindset?

Power Stand-down Day
Chris Green, EHV Operations Director, organised a stand-down day for the Power business
unit on 4th March with approximately 100 employees and contractors present. The standdown day covered various important topics such as Mates in Mind and an introduction from
the QHSE team into the 12 key points of Mindset. You have probably seen the roller banners
placed around Head Office which touch on these areas.
Representatives from Depotnet (a database-driven, hosted web application which simplifies,
co-ordinates and integrates works management) attended the shutdown day to explain the
benefits and importance of the system, such as maximising productivity, increasing efficiency and reducing non-complaint working.
Finally, our insurance broker gave an interesting demonstration on driving behaviour and
accidents.
The next stand-down day will be organised by Paul Alderton, Communications Director, for
the Comms business unit.

FORS Monthly Notice
As some of you may be aware, Instalcom are part of the Fleet Operator’s Registration Scheme, or ‘FORS’. FORS places many
responsibilities on its members, and ensures that any company registered to the standard adheres to its various minimum requirements. Included are basic requirements such as ensuring vehicles are suitably maintained and all drivers have the relevant licences in place. It also includes other requirements such as:
Ensuring our HGVs are fitted with suitable warning devices and cameras to minimise the risk to vulnerable road users such
as cyclists,
A percentage of our drivers undertaking cycling proficiency courses to help them to understand what it is like to be a cyclist on the road.
Monitoring our fuel use to reduce our carbon emissions,
Each month we will be launching a different campaign on a road and vehicle related topic. This month we are looking at security
of our vehicles. Theft of and from vehicles is a constant threat for us, and you may have seen the recent Transport alert that was
published on this issue. Please always remember to:
Lock your vehicle
Lock company vehicles with the additional security aids provided
Place valuable items out of site when you are away from the vehicle in the day
Remove valuable items from the vehicle at night

Innovative Engineering:
Portadam (Farringdon—
Blunsdon)
Instalcom are working to build a number
of gabion mattresses under a washout
pope to the River Cole which requires us
to work right down to the waters edge.
The Porta-dam was the best method we
could find which was acceptable to Environmentalists and QHSE whilst remaining
reasonably economical. We only need to
isolate ourselves from the water along a
small section (circa 5m) of the river bank
and expect to create something similar to
that displayed in the photos to allow us to
build the gabions behind the dam.

R&R Award
Pierce Gallagher has
been awarded vouchers this month following an email from a
member of the public
living on a road where
we were carrying out
works in Watford.
Pierce was described
as “absolutely fantastic” in his dealings
with the neighbours
and we appreciate his
handling of the situation.

Problem Solving and Collaborative Working
The team working on the Farringdon to Blunsdon Trunk Main Replacement project were experiencing difficulty with cutting
out butt fusion joints that had to be sent away for testing.
The team had tried using the standard keel cutter but due to the large diameter (1200mm) of the PE pipe and the thickness of the
pipe wall using the keel cutter was a very slow, labour intensive and not a cost effective process.
The Instalcom site team approached SMBjv and suggested that using a chainsaw would be a faster, less labour intensive and a
more cost effective way of cutting out and removing the butt fusion joints. A trial was arranged on site at Farringdon to demonstrate the whole process.
The trial was undertaken using equipment and operatives supplied by Gardiners one of Instalcom’s approved subcontractors.
For the cutting operation of a potable water pipe the standard chain lubricant oil was substituted and sunflower oil was used in
its place. Sunflower oil is an adequate lubricant for the cutting process and as it is a food stuff in its own right it is biodegradable
and presents no know hazard to the environment or human health.
At the end of the trial the representatives from SMBjv all agreed that the use of chainsaws operated by trained and competent
operatives to cut out the butt fusion joints from this large diameter pipe was safe and the draft safe system of work produced
could be finalised and approved for use on the project, SMBjv are also going to consider the feasibility of using chainsaws on
other projects were large diameter pipe requires cutting.
All in all a good news story involving collaborative working led by Instalcom involving the client and subcontractors.

SSEN Contract Awards
Instalcom have been awarded three 11KV and 33KV projects by SSEN in Slough. These are due to commence in the beginning
of April and continue a great working relationship with SSEN. These works were tendered and awarded over a short time frame,
primarily due to the professionalism of the team involved. This will invigorate further works from this client, in the short and
medium term.

Hardinge Road—Residents Letter
After an outraged community in Kensal Rise publicly criticised Brent Council for removing the parking spaces they had already
paid to use and charging Thames Water to occupy them instead, the same group then wrote to Instalcom to “express an appreciation of [our] hard work”. The letter stated that our workmen are “polite, courteous and hard working” and “managing to manipulate large lorries on a postage stamp, keeping disruption to a minimum”. Site managers Richard Seemann and Ian Breslin deserve congratulations for once again ensuring that Instalcom are able to care for the environment and communities we serve.

Current Vacancies
Instalcom currently have a number of vacancies available, full details of which can be found on the ‘Careers’ page of the company website. Please encourage any suitable candidates to apply for the following roles by submitting their CV to
cvs@instalcom.co.uk
Vacancy
Location
Requirements
Cable Pullers, Fibre Optic
Engineers

London and South East

Previous experience is a bonus. Training will be provided for the right
candidates

Lead Hand/Lead Ganger

London and South East

Experience in leading gangs, Streetworks & CSCS Card

Fibre Optics On-Site Supervisor

London and South East

SSSTS/SMSTS, NRSWA Supervisor, 2 years relevant Fibre middlemanagement in Telecoms, knowledge of Openreach network

Reinstatement Teams

London and South East

CPC Accreditation, Streetworks Card

PON Surveyor

Head Office

GIS/Visio/CAD exp. Knowledge of Openreach network

If you would like a good news story relating to work, a charity activity or personal achievement to be considered for inclusion
within future company newsletters please contact Amber-Rose E: amber-rose.crossley@instalcom.co.uk Tel: 0208 731 4629

